Abstract-Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are a new selforganizing network as a kind of military applications by RF wireless communications, so its security is very important. Intrusion detection system always be deployed at each node in previous research in defense mechanism in WSN, and it will produce great energy consumption. According to the characteristics of WSN, this paper puts forward a defense model based on the Bayesian game theory in WSN and analyses the game between the attacker and defenders. This model can improve detection rate and show higher energy efficiency.We study the achievable Nash equilibrium for the attacker and defender game in both static and dynamic scenarios.
complete information game for analysis, but in the wireless sensor network applications, it has not given incomplete information game model [13] . This paper on the basis of previous research presented a Bayesian game model of security and defense, and the simulation experiments in wireless sensor network platform prove the validity of the model and provide new ideas for the wireless sensor network security research II. DEFENSE MODEL BASED ON BAYESIAN GAME 
Prior belief: it is prior probability that the type of the other player the one thinks it is. We define the probability that a node is a malicious one is μ , denoted ( )
if a node is a normal one, the probability is 1 μ
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Payoff of a malicious node is denoted by ( )
III. ANALYSIS BASED ON BAYESIAN NASH EQUILIBRIUM
Payoff of players is given in table 1.
ω means the system loss caused by aggression, it is also the malicious node earnings when it successfully attack the system; α means the probability of defender issued a correct alarm; β means under no attack, the probability of defender issued a false alarm; γ means further damage to the system caused by false alarm; We suppose that the probability of defender detection is p and the probability of attacker attack is q , then the payoff of defender is 
E defend C μ αω βγ βγ is not a pure strategy BNE.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have simulated our proposed model on GAMBIT [14] . Figure 1 shows the probability of defender issued a correct alarm α to the probability of player i choose attack
C =100, ω =200, γ =150, μ ={0.4 ， 0.7}.Along with α bigger, the probability of malicious node taking aggression is smaller, and different values of prior probability μ make different experiment results. How to determine the μ 's initial value, it have a major influence to the whole game process. And as the intrusion detection should strive to improve their detection rate, thereby reducing malicious node invasion. Figure 2 shows the probability of defender issued a false alarm under no attack β to the probability of player i choose attack strategy.
[0, 0.1]
with β increasing, malicious node taking an attack strategy is more possible, and different values of prior probability μ make different experiment results. In addition, when μ = 0.7, as the prior probability is quite high, the probability of malicious node taking attack strategy is lower, and as the β keeps getting bigger, the probability of malicious node aggression strategy has little change. β to the probability of player i choose attack strategy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Bayesian game defense model which can defense many types of attack in wireless sensor network. The defender takes effective strategy maximization of their profits according to the Bayesian Nash equilibrium. IDS should improve the probability of defender issued a correct alarm and reduce the probability of defender issued a false alarm to make a rapid response of the system. In practical application, defenders determine the value of μ according to the cognition of network environment. For example, if a sensor node in a hostile environment, we can set up a larger value. In the game, we assumed the behavior of each node would not be affected by other nodes, so when simultaneously multiple attack, the Bayesian game model can not make good performance, so this is a direction for future research. 
